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DYNAMIC GOOGLE REMOTE DATA COLLECTION 

Abstract 

Google defends phone data collection. Google defended the way it collects location data from 

Android phones. The companies' smart phones regularly transmit locations back to Google 

servers, respectively. Research by a security analyst found that an Android phone collected 

location data every few seconds and sent it to Google several times an hour. All location 

sharing on Android is opt-in by the user. Google has long defended its collection of location 

as helpful in providing services, such as accurate traffic maps, and its stance hasn't changed 

amid the recent disclosures. 

 

Data Collection utility application is for collecting Location Related Data for Manned 

Security Mobile Application. Initially the data related to the Site/Location where Security 

Officers and Team Leaders will go for Patrolling and Tours needs to be collected. Once the 

data is collected, it should be synchronized with Control Center, so that it can be used later 

for Tours/Patrolling. 

  

A GPS receiver calculates its position by precisely timing the signals sent by GPS satellites 

high above the Earth. A satellite's position and pseudo range define a sphere, centered on the 

satellite, with radius equal to the pseudo range. The position of the receiver is somewhere on 

the surface of this sphere. Thus with four satellites, the indicated position of the GPS receiver 

is at or near the intersection of the surfaces of four spheres. In the ideal case of no errors, the 

GPS receiver would be at a precise intersection of the four surfaces. A GPS receiver 

calculates its position by precisely timing the signals sent by GPS satellites high above the 

Earth. Each satellite continually transmits messages that include. The receiver uses the 

messages it receives to determine the transit time of each message and computes the distance 

to each satellite.  
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